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- ABSTRACT 1

.

a.

The scalar electrocardiogram (ECG) is one of the most
important and commonly used clinical tools in medicine. A detailed
description of the recordings of cardiac electrical activity made by
* hg: ECG is presented, and the vast numbers of uses made with the data
provided by this diagnostic tool are cited. Clinical applications of
the ECG are listed. More.emphasis is placed on the fact that advances
in the biomedical engineering aspects of clinical electrocardiography
will require improved and on-going communication between the engineer
and the eldnician. (Author/BB)
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The standatd scalar electrocardiogram (ECG) is composed of 12
to 14 separate recordings Of cardiac electrical_ adtivitv:

from a distinct electrode configuration (lead).

each one

This tracing is one

of the more frequently requested laboratory tests in clinical medicine.

Thousands of these examinations are done daily not only on patients
with known or suspected cardiovascular disease but on patients for
whom screening or clearance is desired, e.g. prior to elective
surgery, entry into a physical conditioning program, or as part of
-

a routine evaluation.

For patients with cardiovascular disease the

ECG is a necessary part of any evaluation and changes that occur'in
the ECG over

ime

may be an important indicator of improvement,

deteriqration, or impending difficulty.

As necessary as the ECG is

to good patient evaluation and clinical problem- solving, it is but

one of several pieces of information that is required for an accurate
The other parts of the cardiovascular

and rational clinical diagnosis.

evaluation include a careful history and physical examination, a chest
.

x-ray, an& special procedures indicated by the information obtained
from the basic evaluation techrallues.

Special procedures such as

cardiac catheterization, exercise stress testing, certain blood studies
or long term ambulatory monitoring might be indicated.
Many clinicians tend to think of the ECG as a precise diagnostic
tool; only occasionally is this so.

Some rhythm abnoalities,and

the ptesence of heart damage may be accurately detected, but most
often the ECG pro4ides clues that might lead to a specific diagnosis
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or shows quite non-specific abnormalities.

The electrocardiogram is

rarely diagnostically precise.

Four elements are required if the ECG's clinical usefulness is
to be optimized.

First, the recording device must have suitable

characteristics providing the appropriate frequency'respodse, a
stable paper speed, and must be equipped-with simple maintenan ?e

checks so that machine performance can easily be evaluated.

Second,

electrodes must be properly positioned and the recording must be:
of good technical quality.

Third, appropriately detailed information

regarding each specific patient must be recorded.

Fourth, if the

goal of assisting in patient care is to be achieired, the information

from the ECG tracing must be.integrated with the specific knowledge
regarding the patient and an optimal interpretation of the electrocardiogkam must be made.

At'the present-time, it would appear that

well-trained cardiologists are capable of an acceptable interpretive
performance, but that the computer will be able to greatly enhance
the capability of the cardiologist through the application of
techniques too Complex, laborious, and time-consuming to otherwise
be considered.

In a single ECG leed, some more than otherS, can be found useful
information regarding heart rate, rhythm, hypertrophy of any one of
the four cardiac chambers, conduction time from the atria to the

ventricles, conduction time through the ventricles, speafic.abnormal.

ities of the conduction systelrof the heart, And the presence of

Y.

myocardial injury, ischemia or .datage.

In addition, a lead may

suggest specific. metabolic or electrolyte abnormalities, and at41

times may suggest thd,presence of important disease in other body
systems -- for example, the liAngs and occasionally the central
etvous system.

The electrodardiographic complex is made up of several wave
I

forms (Figure 1).
R

PR SEGMENT

ST SEGMENT

PR INTERVAL

QR5 INTERVAL

QT INTERVAL
Figured.

The Normal ECG Complex.

(See text for details.)

The P wave represents atrial depolarization.

The PR segment reflects

the time from initial atrial depolarization until the electrical
activity reaches the ventricles and generates the QRS complex which
represents ventricular. epolarization.

The ST segment and T wave are

inscribed during ventricular repolarization or recovery.
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Examination of all portions of the complex may suggest important
clinical events which may in turn lead to a correct diagnosis and
appropriate management.

The height, duration and shape of the P
I

wave in certain reads may reflect enlargement of the right or left

atrium, or that the heart is being commanded from an-abnormitrial
site.

Alterations in the duration of atrio-yentricular conduction,

as reflected in the PR segment, may be.the result of drug effects,
hgart.blcock rhythms (due to a variety of:causes), normal varia
v )7,414v,vkAlb
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or abnormal conduction. pathways.from the atria to the

bypassing the normal conduction route:

examined carefully.
damage if present.

The QRS complex must be_

The initial 0.04 seconds reflects myocardial

The direction'of the terminal 0.04 second

electrical activity indicates the presence or absence of specific
intraventricular conduction problems or may reflect (in the proper
clinical setting) acute stress of the right ventricle.

The magnitude

and direction of the mean QRS vector in at least two planes are noted
and reflect the presence or absence of enlargement of the right or
left ventricle.

ST segment and T wave abnorMa:lities may indicate the

presence\Of potentiAriy reversible 'inadequate oxygen supply to a

portion'of the heart muscle but such changes are commonly non-specific
and may be pr duceadby eating, anxiety, a change in body position,

certain drugs, r volume or pressure loads on the left ventricle.
addition, the ST .egment and T wave, PR interval, P wave, and QRS
complex may be sign ficantly altered by metabolic and electrolyte

In

abnormalities.

It isinecessary, then, to studyleacbportion Of-the

ECG complex carefully, to integrate that inforMation with what is
learned from other portions of the complex, and finally to relate that
information to the patient from whom the recording was made.

At the present time, common clinical applications of the electrocardiogram include:
tw

1.

A screening device for disease detection and disease
prevention programs,

2.

Monitoring the acutely ill patient.

3.

Monitoring-a patient undergoing a ttressatest.

4.

Following the natural history of a disease.

-5.

Diagnosing a specific abnormality of cardiac rhythm.

6.

Detecting and following the natural history Of
myocardial damage.

7.

An adjunct in detecting and following metabolic and
electrolyte abnormalities.

.

Some of these uses require a single lead onlrioothers multiple leads.
Regardless of the reason for which thq electrocardiogram is.obtained,
accurate interpretation of the electrocardiogram is virtually
siblei if at least some key patient characteristics are not known: .age,

he ght, weight, body build, body position during recording of the
electrocardiograM, time from eating to,recording of t e tracing,

relationship of the-tracing to the last cigarette smoked, the patient's
emotional state, drugs taken by the patient, the time the drugs were
1

taken in relation, to the recording of the electrodardiogram,'the
,;
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underlying disease or diseases, the individual's metabolic status,
and position of the ECG leads on the patient.

Each, patient is a

multivariate object, and each ECG is a result of the total iffect of
the variables.

Recent work by Pipberger et all has shown

a multivariate approach to the computer application of t

at when
standard

ij

ECG is used, the diagnostic accuracy of the computfir exceeds that of

a well trained cardiologist as well as other available computer programs whichrare programed to observe and integrate standard criteria
in a decision-tree fashion.

Although the study of one lead may give much useful information,
it is important to recognize that no single ECG lead gives all of the
available useful information.

For example, left atrial enlargement

is not diagnosed by frontal, plane lead aVR, and inferior myocardial'

damage is not reflected in standard lead I.
purposes, twelve leads are recorded.

For common clinical

Standalp leads I, II, III,

aVR, aVL and aVF.reflect activity in the frontal.plane, that is,
parallel to the anterior chest wall,, and perpendicular to the floor.
The precordial leads V

through V6 record electrical activity in the
1

'horizontal plane, parallel to the floor, and perpendicular to the
frontal plane.

Usually, in order to make many electrocardiographic
<h

diagnoses, combinations of leads are required very often from both
frontal and horizontal planes.

sary

Whether this will still be
it

in future years is uncertain.

Clinical research utilizing the three
r--

O

mutually perpendicular Orthogonal leads X, Y, and Z recorded in
scalar 'fashion is underNay, and all useful clinical information

may ultimately be available from thebe three leads.
It shoUld be apparent from the preceding discussion that
adveinces in the biomedical engineering aspects of clinical electrocardiography will require improved and on- ,going communication between
the engineer and .the clinician.

This is not always.easy to accompjash.

Each speaks a different professional language, and all too often
neither has a clear understanding of the needs or capabilities of
Clinicians are more likely to recognize that the human

the other.

organism does not lend itself well to controls, and are therefore
more tolerant of variation in outcome from research programs than is

-

one trained in the physical sciences/ The clinician also} tends to

guage the performanbe orengineering equipment or program

by

conVentional standards when,actu41 ally the storage capability and
speed of a computer permit improved outcome from ECG analysis provided
the proper variables are4programed into the machine.

In other words,

the standards of performance should not be those standards or guide,

lines which the 1inician has used,for, many years.

New, more:complex

multivariate approaches must be_sough which should improve upon old
diagnostic standards.

In addition, the clinician dops not, and often

cannot tell the engineer precisely the information, displayyor.
ultimate outcome desired from a specific bioengineering program.
o

I

(9
7
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order to achieve an end product that is Of clinicgrpratticability
and application, the clinician and engineer must communicate thrOugh
all stages of the project -- planning, construction, and clinical
trial -- and each must be willing to make appropriate modifications
throughout.

Both clinician and engineer must recognize that the

final goal of the combined effort is to benefit a patient.

This-

.

May require program or instrumentation ,modifications that at times

offend the sensibilities of either investigator; however, if a
patient is not ultimately well served, then the total effort is
without clinical merit.

One of the greatest problems in the developmenteof clinically

useful programsusing the ECG is the presentation of data.

There

Are many ways that the engineer can handle the ECG wave forms:

Contemporary computerran.handle large volumes of data rapidly and
reli

ly, but too often the presentation, of the data is more meaning-

ful to the engineer than it is to the c inician.
clearly presented so that it is readil
applicable to patient care.
is best.

The data must be

understood and directly

I

A pictorial
a representation of the data

In thisgard, the engineer needs to think like a clinician,

since the practicing physician or staff nurse has little time to
figure out a complex plot or presentation.

Indeed, many data

presentations will be seen more often by nursing.personnel who will
be responsible for the:first and perhaps most important decisions
regarding patient care.
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Because all patients are different it may be desirable to develop
computer programs for handling the electrlardiogram that Can be

readily modified to proVide information regarding a specific and
particular clinical situatian.

For example, in an arrhythmia'.

detection progtam some patients will have a very narrow coupling
interval of their ectopic beats to theinormal comple

s, othgrs will

have a very long coupling interval, almost as long as the normal
R-R interval.

4

In the latter instance an arrhythmia detection program

designed to include only those beats that represent a change in R-R
intecval of 25% or more may not be detected.

Looking at the specifi

.wave formmay be :useful, but neertheless the copputer would not
record these as premature beats when indeed they are.
Development of the human engineering aspects-of biomedical
engineering is ore of the most important and.one of the most diffiCult
tasks.

Very often a clinician does not know precisely what he wants

to see and trial and error in the actual clinical situation is often
necessary.

It seems most appropriate if the informatio 'which is

presented to the clinician is presented for clinical

terpreta ion

and action without prov ding a dogmatic diagnosis or six

ment outline.

nage-

It is acceptable to give diagnostic probabilities

and therapeutic optio s, but the responsibility for interpretation
and action4in the patient's haalf must remain with tlie clinician.

1

In summaryf the scalar electrocardiogram is one of the most
important and commonly used clinical tools in medicine.

The

-

opportunities for the biomedical engineer and the clinician to
work together in this area are vast.

Many strides have been made

in thip area already. 'Furt1ier workitill require improved

communication between the clinician and the engineer with good
patient care, being the ultimate goal of each.
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